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Val Kohler (EDF Energy): Differentiation and Integration 
Val will be talking about the vital role of mathematics & STEM, aspirational careers and retention. 
 
Erica Tyson (IMA): Internships & Work Experience 
Erica will discuss internships, work experience and employability, and will address diversity of educational discipline. 
Can a mathematician be disadvantaged compared with an engineering or physics graduate when applying for a post 
in an engineering company, for example. It may also touch on gender since a higher proportion of maths graduates 
are likely to be female than would be the case in physics or engineering.  
 
Nira Chamberlain (Babcock International Group): Surviving as a Mathematician out in Industry 
Throughout their career an industrial mathematician will go through different phases: ‘The Beggar’, ‘The Number 
Cruncher’ and ‘The Entrepreneur’. Each phase has its own unique opportunities and challenges, as well as the fact 
that an industrial mathematician can be ‘Entrepreneur’ today but a ’Beggar’ tomorrow! In this talk, Dr Nira 
Chamberlain will be sharing his experience of working 25 years as an industrial mathematician in an engineering 
environment and will be giving advice on how to survive as a mathematician out in industry.  
 
Jack Gritt (Women in Nuclear UK): A Woman and a Mathematician 
Jack will share her career path as a mathematician and explore the challenges she has faced in her career – looking 
at the stereotypes associated with being a woman and a mathematician. Further, by choosing a career in a male 
dominated environment, the challenges became even greater, providing an opportunity to look at the importance of 
emotional intelligence, the power of unconscious bias and to provide information on Women in Nuclear UK that can 
benefit the audience through the provision of support and information.  
 
Amy Bishop (AWE): A Successful Mathematician’s Perspective (from a Disabled Person) 
Amy will provide a personal view on her experience of being a mathematician and disabled, and give advice to 
others about what assistance there is in the workplace for disabled people and their employers.  
 
Chris Budd (University of Bath): Diversity in Higher Education 
Chris will talk about diversity in higher education and the various ways it can be addressed, including working with 
schools. He will also talk about disability and provide some case studies of students with disabilities.  
 
James Cody (AWE): The Autistic Engineer 
James talks about what autism is, the public perception of autistic individuals and the challenges and opportunities 
of growing up different. James start designing engineering processes at age 6 and never stopped. At age 36 he was 
diagnosed with autism.  

 


